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If you have a picture (old or new) that you’d like to submit for consideration as cover art
for the next issue of the Adverse Witness, please forward a JPG image to Lisa Terwilliger,
LisaT@colliercountybar.org along with a brief description of the place depicted in your
photo.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

By Richard Montecalvo, Esq.

Dramatis personae
If you have ever read scripts published by the premiere playwriting services, before the dialogue
begins, there is a description of the scene as accounted by the playwright. Often the scene
is described in italics and any mention of a character is denoted in capital letters. Something
like this:
A sunny Sunday morning in Naples. MAN sits at his dining room table in front of his computer
banging out a President’s message for the Bar Association. WOMAN sits opposite him in front
of her computer. A lovely plume of yellow roses sits in a vase at the table’s center. Both are
homebound, along with many others, whilst a pandemic sweeps the world. Unlike a category 4
hurricane, all is otherwise fine outside. The sense of surrealism would make Dali blush.
A three-act play would then follow. Act One would introduce the conflict and exposition of the
story. Act Two imposes the conflict, or the most difficult point for the characters to navigate
and which sets the course for the third act. Act Three settles the conflict through a climactic
scene after which comes the denouement and the final resolution. All of this is packed into
about 150 minutes with a 15-minute intermission.
The current drama regarding COVID-19 is awaiting the writing of Acts Two and Three. My great
hope is that all of you are healthy and safe as we observe the “performance” of the actors not
from the seat of some plush 19th-century theatre just off Times Square but from our dining
room tables. Though we tend to look to our leaders in government and medicine as the actors
in this show, in an odd twist, we are, simultaneously, characters, performers, and patrons of this
ongoing saga. How we behave and interact as a community will go a long way in determining how
the ultimate conflict in Act Two is imposed and how the climax and denouement are resolved
in Act Three.

“Only we can
determine how
our complication
escalates and
whether we can
extricate ourselves
from our trouble. ”

Meanwhile, from our small perch, the CCBA remains open to assist you and answer your questions. The Law Library has been closed in tandem with restrictions placed on essential court
functions. Court Administration is mandating appearances for essential court hearings with
technology. It is intended that courthouse traffic be reduced to a trickle while also ensuring
historic and Constitutional “access” to the courts.
Guidance from the Florida Supreme Court and from Chief Judge McHugh continues in the
form of Administrative Orders. I have asked Lisa Terwilliger to make sure that all relevant
communication from the Supreme Court and from the 20th Circuit is forwarded to the membership in the form of e-mail blasts. I anticipate that by the time this message is published in the
Adverse Witness, a number of additional orders will have been issued. You may also access
all administrative orders from the Supreme Court at www.floridasupremecourt.org. The 20th
Judicial Circuit Administrative Office of the Courts website may be reached at www.ca.cjis20.
org. The Florida Bar also continues to update the statewide impact on the practice of law. Its
daily news updates have proven to be an invaluable tool of information.
I am particularly grateful to CCBA staff for dealing with this unprecedented interruption in
service to our membership and to the public. Long planned events were cancelled on very
short notice. We have received great understanding, and patience, from you. Our Florida
Bar Governors, John Agnew and Laird Lile have been stalwart supporters of the CCBA and I
thank them for that. Your Board of Directors have remained involved and our communication
is strong (even if by e-mail!). I am in constant contact with Lisa and President-Elect Travis Hayes
as events unfold. This Board is a great group and the membership should be proud of them all.
My thought is that we are early in Act Two. The complication facing the protagonist continues
to deepen. Conflict is building but we may still be far from the climax. In yet another twist to
standard dramatic structure, we are also the playwrights of our own production. Only we can
continued page 10
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LEGAL AID NOTES

By Jeffrey Ahren, Esq.

LEGAL AID NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT AS WE SERVE
THOSE AFFECTED BY THE CORONAVIRUS
The public health crisis resulting from Covid-19 will be hitting many of the clients served by
Legal Aid very hard. Many of our local seniors and those who are ill will need our help. For
many of our clients who traditionally work in restaurants, hotels, retail and other businesses
affected by the imposition of social distancing measures, they may lose income or employment swiftly and unexpectedly due to the crisis. This will quickly lead to the inability by
many to pay for food and other basic necessities. Many of the unemployed may have lost
their health insurance. Furthermore, many will lack the funds to pay for housing and will
face eviction or foreclosure.
Please stand with Legal Aid as we provide vital legal services to the most vulnerable members of our community. Consider pro bono service through our Collier Lawyers Care Pro
Bono Program, volunteering in other capacities, or making a financial contribution to our
organization to make sure that we have the capacity to help our neighbors in need during
this difficult time.
Jeffrey Ahren
Director of Development
239-298-8130
jahren@legalaid.org
Wendy Merida
Development Assistant
239-298-8138
wmerida@legalaid.org
Erna Milien
Pro Bono Coordinator
239-360-2748
wmerida@legalaid.org

ALL LEGAL AID CLIENT MEETINGS TO BE CONDUCTED BY PHONE
OR VIDEO CONFERENCE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE AS A PUBLIC
HEALTH MEASURE.
• The health and wellbeing of our clients and staff are always of utmost importance to Legal
Aid. Following Federal, State, and Local guidelines, we will be conducting all client interactions telephonically or via video conference until further notice.
• To protect everyone’s health and safety, we have asked all of our staff members to work
remotely. So, although the doors to our offices in Naples and Immokalee are not open we
are continuing to offer all services and accept new clients.
• If you have a pre-scheduled appointment, your advocate will call you at the time of your
appointment.
• If you are in need of services, please call 239.775.4555 and our receptionist will assist you.

BARRISTER’S BASH
~ RESCHEDULED ~
Thursday, September 17, 2020
Hilton Naples
5111 Tamiami Trail North
Naples, Florida 34103

• Our attorneys will continue to appear in court and handle all case matters and client matters as normal. If you have any questions, please call our office and ask to speak to the
advocate assisting you.
• The only change implemented in our services is that they are now conducted via telephone or video conference. While the physical offices are temporarily not open, Legal Aid
remains fully operational in terms of service delivery.
• Thank you for your patience, and stay tuned for updates as the situation is fluid. Check
Legal Aid’s social media sites (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

Our Collier County Legal Aid operations will continue to operate fully to
serve the community during the Covid-19 public health emergency.
All of our Legal Aid staff members, including intake professionals, paralegals, attorneys, development and management personnel, will be working remotely and available to assist
clients in need at this time. There will be no interruption in service delivery.
continued on page 10
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VIEW FROM THE BENCH

By The Honorable Ramiro Mañalich
Circuit Judge, Collier County

Judicial jurisprudence and accountability
Former United States Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor wrote the following about
judicial independence in a September 27, 2006 Wall Street Journal article.1
“Given the escalating criticism that is leveled at judges, it seems appropriate to bear in
mind the reasons that the Framers initially established an independent judicial branch. In
Federalist no. 78, Alexander Hamilton explained why, in our constitutional system, ‘the complete independence of the courts of justice is peculiarly essential.’ Hamilton contended
that the judiciary needed to be distinct from the legislative and executive branches because that was the best way to guarantee ‘a steady, upright, and impartial administration
of the laws.’ Hamilton also believed that judicial independence was necessary in order to
safeguard against ‘injury of the private rights of particular classes of citizens, by unjust and
partial laws.’ It is well worth remembering that, far more often than not in modern times, the
judiciary has admirably performed these two vital tasks: checking the other two branches
and protecting minority rights. …More broadly, of course, all of society has a keen interest
in countering threats to judicial independence. Judges who are afraid – whether they fear
for their jobs or fear for their lives – cannot adequately fulfill the considerable responsibilities that the position demands. In these challenging and difficult times, we must recommit
ourselves to maintaining the independent judiciary that the Framers sought to establish.”
I recently pondered the subject of judicial independence because of media reports of comments impugning the integrity of individual judges, entire courts, and of the justice system by
individuals and sources, primarily at the national level.
On two occasions, United States Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts has been forced
to publicly defend judicial independence. Most recently, the Chief Justice responded to Senator Chuck Schumer’s attacks on Associate Justices Brett Kavanaugh and Neil Gorsuch by writing:

“... the legal
community must
work cooperatively,
hand-in-hand,
with civic groups,
involved citizens
and the media to
ensure that the
judiciary remains
a highly respected
institution.”

“This Morning, Senator Schumer spoke at a rally in front of the Supreme Court while a
case was being argued inside. Senator Schumer referred to two members of the Court by
name and said he wanted to tell them that ‘You have released the whirlwind, and you will
pay the price. You will not know what hit you if you go forward with these awful decisions.’
Justices know that criticism comes with the territory, but threatening statements of this
sort from the highest levels of government are not only inappropriate, they are dangerous.
All Members of the Court will continue to do their job, without fear or favor, from whatever
quarter.”2
Chief Justice Roberts also previously responded to President Trump’s comment that a federal
judge who had ruled against his administration’s asylum policy was biased as “an Obama judge.”
The Chief said that was a profound misunderstanding of the judicial role and added that:
“We do not have Obama judges or Trump judges, Bush judges or Clinton judges… “What we
have is an extraordinary group of dedicated judges doing their level best to do equal right
to those appearing before them. That independent judiciary is something we should all be
thankful for.”3
Actually, the Chief Justice had demonstrated remarkable judicial restraint in not responding
to even earlier repeated public comments by the President disparaging the judicial branch of
government. For example: when the President referred to Roberts as “an absolute disaster;”
when he accused a federal district judge of being biased due to his family’s Mexican heritage; or
when he referred to the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals as a biased “disgrace” that should
be broken apart into two or three separate circuits.4
continued page 12
1
2

3

4
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Sandra Day O’Connor, The Threat to Judicial Independence, WALL ST. J., Sept. 27, 2006, at A18.
Ariane De Vogue, Chief Justice John Roberts rebukes Chuck Schumer for comments about Kavanaugh and Gorsuch, CNN Politics
(Mar. 4, 2020), https://amp.cnn.com/cnn/2020/03/04/politics/schumer-roberts-threats-supreme-court/index.html
Adam Liptak, Chief Justice Defends Judicial Independence After Trump Attacks ‘Obama Judge,’ N.Y. Times (Nov. 21, 2018), https://
www.nytimes.com/2018/11/21/us/politics/trump-chief-justice-roberts-rebuke.html
Id.
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Register for any event
through Iris Belen.
Phone: 239-252-8711
admin@colliercountybar.org
www.colliercountybar.org

All events are subject to updates regarding the outbreak of COVID-19. Events
originally scheduled through April 30th have already been cancelled. Updates
will be sent via email and notices on our site.

MAY

Event Policy
It is the policy of the
Collier County Bar
Association to request
that all reservations for
our events are placed at
least two days prior to the
event.
We are always willing
to accommodate our
members; however, event
sites must order food two
days prior to an event.
Also, it is the policy
of the Collier County
Bar Association to
issue refunds ONLY if
a member cancels a
reservation two days prior
to an event. If a member
cancels the day before,
or the day of an event, a
refund will not be issued.
We appreciate your
consideration of this
policy.
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BULLETIN BOARD

Got news?
Contact Lisa Terwilliger
by calling 252-8711 or
drop an email
line to LisaT@
colliercountybar.org

Inclusion
Policy
If you are a CCBA member
in good standing and you’ve
moved, been promoted, hired an
associate, taken on a partner, or
received an award, we’d like to
hear from you. Talks, speeches
(unless they are of national
stature), CLE presentations and
political announcements are
not accepted. In addition, we
will not print notices of honors
determined by other publications
(e.g., Super Lawyers, Best
Lawyers, etc.).
Notices must be submitted in
writing and limited to 100 words;
they are printed at no cost to
members and are subject to
editing. E-mail your notice to
LisaT@colliercountybar.org.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Roetzel & Andress
LPA announces that
Shareholder
Jamie
B. Schwinghamer has
been named Practice
Group Manager of
the Probate, Trust &
Guardianship Litigation
Group. Ms. Schwinghamer is based out of the firm’s Naples
office. Ms. Schwinghamer concentrates
her practice in the areas of probate, trust,
guardianship and complex commercial
litigation. She counsels her clients on a
variety of matters including, but not limited to: will and trust contests, disputed
estate and trust administrations, trust
modification, revocation and termination, surcharge and removal proceedings,
elder guardianships, guardianship advocacy, guardianship litigation, business
contracts, shareholder and partnership
disputes and appeals. Ms. Schwinghamer
regularly represents individual and institutional trustees, personal representatives, guardians and business owners.
Henderson,
Franklin,
Starnes & Holt, P.A., is
pleased to announce
that estate planning attorney Gregory Herman-Giddens has been
named to the Board
of Directors for Carolina Meadows. Carolina
Meadows is a non-profit continuing care
retirement community in Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, the same town where
Herman-Giddens has maintained a home
and active practice since 1994.
Herman-Giddens joined Henderson
Franklin’s Naples, Florida, office in 2019.
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He provides clients with customized estate
and trust planning and administration services, including creation of irrevocable trusts,
estate, gift, fiduciary and individual income
tax planning and compliance matters, taxation of deferred compensation, small business and nonprofit organization formation,
trust modification and decanting, and trust
protector services.
Herman-Giddens is a Board Certified Specialist in Estate Planning and Probate Law
(North Carolina State Bar Board of Legal
Specialization), a Certified Financial Planner™, a Registered Trust and Estate Practitioner (Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners), and is a member of WealthCounsel,
LLC. He is qualified as a solicitor in England
and Wales and admitted to practice in North
Carolina, Florida, New York and Tennessee.
Herman-Giddens is a regular speaker at continuing education programs and frequently
serves as an expert witness throughout the
United States in trust and estate lawsuits.
He may be reached at 239-344-1240 or by
email at gregory.herman-giddens@henlaw.
com.
Shelley Rhoads Perry
has been elected to the
Steering Committee of
the STEP Global Mental
Capacity Special Interest Group (SIG). The
Mental Capacity SIG
provides an international network of support, education and assistance to promote
best practice and influence public policy on
issues affecting vulnerable clients. Shelley is
the Managing Partner of Lasting Links Solutions, a professional fiduciary services firm.
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Collier County Bar Association Board of Directors
2020-2021 Slate of Candidates
Below please find the brief biographies of each of the eight candidates for our 2020 – 2021 board of directors.
There will be four open positions for the election, which will commence on April 10th. The electronic ballot will be
sent at that time. Please note that you must be a current CCBA regular, government or honorary member to cast
a vote. You must sign in through the website to do so in order to preserve the sanctity of the voting process. All
ballots are anonymous. Paper ballots are available upon request. The election ends at 11:59 p.m. on May 5th.
Hilda Cenecharles is a solo practitioner and
specializes in Immigration and family law. She is
also a Certified Family and Dependency Mediator. Hilda graduated from Florida State University in 1995 with a double degree in Marketing
and Multinational Business and earned her Juris
Doctor, in 2000, cum laude, from the University
of Miami. She has been licensed to practice law
in Florida since 2001. Her long-term career goal
is to provide legal assistance to low-income and disadvantaged
individuals. Hilda started her legal career at Legal Services of
Greater Miami Inc., as an Equal Justice Works Fellow. She continues to provide free legal services to many low-income individuals
trough her firm as well as with Legal Aid. Hilda has been an active
member of the CCBA since 2003 and is currently a committee
member of the Collier County Bar Foundation. Hilda is also the
Achieving Excellence Coordinator of the Michael R. N. McDonnell Chapter American Inns of Court, and is a member of the
Isaac Bar Association and Lee County Mediation Advisory Board.
She has also served as a volunteer judge of the CCBA mock trial
completion. Hilda is very involved in the community as well as
her children’s school. She is a PTA Member at Corkscrew Middle
School and Student Advisory Committee Member at Estates Elementary. Hilda is Co-Leader of Girls Scout Troop 796 and a
mentor with Champions for Learning. She is a team player, open
minded and hardworking. If elected, Hilda will strive to continue
the great work of the CCBA Board.

P. Day, where he practices criminal law and personal injury. Tom
serves as a Board Member of both the Collier County Trial Lawyers Section and the Michael McDonnell Inns of Court. He is a
member of the Florida Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers,
The Florida Bar Trial Lawyers Division and the Criminal Law Division. In his time off, Tom serves on the Lely Criminal Justice Advisory Board, volunteers for the Annual High School Mock Trial
Competition, and is a member of Captains for Clean Water, and
supports the Everglades Foundation.

Chris Donovan is Florida Bar Board Certified in
Appellate Practice. Since moving to Naples 14
years ago, he has focused exclusively on state
and federal appeals and aiding trial attorneys
in preparing their cases to better their appellate odds. Chris is also highly involved in the
legal community. He is also presently chair-elect
of the Florida Bar’s Appellate Practice Section
and will become chair this summer. Locally, he
has served the past two years on the CCBA’s
board of directors. He is also the immediate past chair of the Michael R.N. McDonnell Inn of Court, chair-elect of the CCBA Trial
Law Section, and past president of the CCBA’s Young Lawyers
Section. Since 2009, Chris has also served as the CCBA’s liaison
to the Second District Court of Appeal. In this capacity, he coordinates the annual DCA dinner with the Court
and moderates its biennial appellate seminar.

Jamie Schwinghamer is the Practice Group
Manager for Roetzel & Andress, LPA’s Probate,
Trust & Guardianship Litigation Group. She
concentrates her practice in the areas of probate and trust litigation and elder guardianship
law. Jamie has extensive experience representing her colleagues in Collier County through
her work on the Board of Directors of the Collier County Bar Association (2018-2020) and
the Board of Directors of the Collier County
Woman’s Bar Association (2015-2020). Jamie also represents her
colleagues in the 20th Judicial Circuit as an At Large Member of
the Florida Bar Real Property, Probate & Trust Law Section Executive Council (2018-2020). Over the past two years, Jamie has
been privileged to work with the CCBA on numerous events that
benefit our legal community and the community at large. Whether she’s supporting the CCBA by attending monthly membership
and section meetings, handing out snacks at the CCBA table for
Legal Aid’s Take a Stand Against Domestic Violence 5K Run/Walk
or decorating for the CCBA Foundation’s Casino Night, Jamie is
a committed member of the CCBA team. If elected for a second
term, Jamie will continue to work diligently to promote our profession in the Collier County community.

Tom Gorman received his J.D. from The John
Marshall Law School in Chicago, Illinois. He
served as an Assistant State Attorney for the
20th Judicial Circuit in Collier County prosecuting misdemeanor, juvenile and felony cases. After leaving the State Attorney’s Office in
Naples, Tom joined the Law Office of Donald
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Donna Marshall founded Marshall Law Office,
a marital and family law firm, in Massachusetts,
28 years ago. Donna is Board Certified in marital and family law, licensed to practice law in
Massachusetts and Florida, and licensed as a
Florida Supreme Court Certified Family Law
Mediator. Donna is an examiner for the National Board of Trial Advocacy in Family Law, was
certified by and a trial instructor for the Massachusetts Children and Family Law Program, and has regularly
been appointed custody investigator, guardian ad litem and attorney ad litem for minor children. Donna is actively involved in the
Collier County legal community, as current Chair of the Board
for the Trial Law Section of the CCBA, past Leader of the Law
for the CCWBA, member of the Board of Directors for the local
Chapter of Inns of Court, and Chair of its Mentorship Program,
and past Vice Chair for the 20th Circuit Grievance Committee
for The Florida Bar.

See “Slate of Candidates” next page
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Slate of Candidates from page 9

President’s Message from page 4

Michael Shemkus is an associate attorney at
Long, Murphy & Zung, P.A., a boutique Naples
law firm focused exclusively on Florida family
law. Michael earned his juris doctorate in 2013
from the University of Illinois College of Law;
he obtained his Illinois license to practice law
in 2013; and he obtained his Florida license to
practice law in 2014. Michael is the current
Chair of the Family Law Section of the Collier County Bar Association, a current member of both the Florida and Illinois State
Bars, a past member of the Michael R. N. McDonnell American Inn
of Court, and an active contributor to local legal circulars such as
the Adverse Witness and ActionLine. When away from the office,
Michael enjoys spending time with his wife, Sara, and two daughters, Willow and Eve.

determine how our complication escalates and whether we can
extricate ourselves from our trouble.

Michael Sneeringer is a senior associate practicing estate planning and wealth preservation
at the Naples, Florida office of Porter Wright
Morris & Arthur. His major areas of focus are
estate planning, estate administration, asset
protection and tax law. He is the Articles Editor, Trust and Estate, for Probate & Property
Magazine and is an Executive Council member
of The Florida Bar’s Real Property, Probate and
Trust Law Section. He is the immediate past Chair of the Collier County Bar Association’s Trusts and Estates Section and is a
current Director of the Collier County Bar Foundation. Michael
has been a member of the Collier County Bar Association since
Spring 2015. He is also actively involved in various committees
and groups with the American Bar Association’s Real Property,
Trust and Estate Law Section.
James Stewart has been an Assistant State Attorney in Collier County since 2007. He is currently the county court chief, responsible for
supervising and training the attorneys in our
misdemeanor and juvenile divisions. Prior to
that he was a prosecutor in our felony division
for approximately seven years. He serves on The
Florida Bar’s Criminal Procedure Rules Committee, and is a director on the board of the Collier
County Bar Foundation. He is also a member of the Michael R.N.
McDonnell Chapter of the American Inns of Court, and volunteers periodically as a judge for the Collier County Teen Court
program. His wife Ashli was born and raised in Collier County and
they have two children, ages 6 and 3.

And let’s face it folks – a three-act play leaves a lot of room to craft
our own scenes and dialogue. It is far more preferable to those
wordy, lengthy and almost indecipherable five-act productions made
famous by the Greeks. Those rarely ended well!

Legal Aid Notes from page 5
Legal Aid Service of Collier County has already begun collaborating with other public, private, and non-profit agencies to
ensure that those most at risk during the COVID-19 outbreak
receive services and support during this difficult time.

The Barrister’s Bash event has been rescheduled
for September 17, 2020.
Due to the public health emergency, the Barrister’s Bash has
been rescheduled for Thursday, September 17, 2020 at the Hilton in Naples from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. A special thanks to all
our patrons, sponsors and supporters for their understanding
and support of this change to safeguard the health of all concerned.
Stay tuned for more updates on the ‘Bash’ in the coming months.
We are working hard to make this special event our best and
most successful to date!

Famous Movie Quotes
“Outbreak” (1995)

Kevin Spacey as Casey Schuler and Dustin Hoffman as Colonel Sam Daniels.
(Kevin Spacey) “I hate this bug.”
(Dustin Hoffman) “Oh, come on, Casey. You have to admire its simplicity. It’s
one billionth our size and it’s beating us.”
(Kevin Spacey) “So, what do you want to do, take it to dinner?”
(Dustin Hoffman) “No.”
(Kevin Spacey) “What, then?”
(Dustin Hoffman) “Kill it.”

Senator Kathleen Passidomo and
State Attorney Amira Fox in Tallahassee.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S CORNER

By Lisa A. Terwilliger, Executive Director
Collier County Bar Association

Let’s focus on the good and important
Let me start by saying that I hope by the time you read this, (who am I kidding? Do you read
this?) the strife and worry surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic will be well behind us. I also
hope that everyone was able to stay safe and healthy throughout this ordeal. As I write, we
are closed to the public but still working in a locked office. It is surreal to say the least. We are
also trying to prepare for closing the office completely and telecommuting. We realize it is the
safest course of action, but we take it with great sadness as there is a wonderful camaraderie
in our offices. Already, we miss the visits from our members who pop in for coffee or research,
or simply to say hello.
So far that difference, that lack of social connection, is the biggest thing I have felt from the
quarantine. For those following the social distancing rules and staying home, life has become
much simpler and slower. We are reliving a time when life was quieter and people stayed
home with their families instead of venturing out for things to do. You made your own fun.
You played games, got creative, watched a movie, or simply spent time together. For those of
us of a certain age, this is reminiscent of childhood summers with endless days stretched lazily
ahead. It sounds kind of nice, doesn’t it? Sadly, it comes with a huge cost to those afflicted
and to the economy on both an individual and a societal scale.
One of the major differences between now and the bygone days of being at home is the omnipresence of social media. Have you scrolled Facebook or Instagram? How about TikTok or
Snapchat? From the sublime to the ridiculous people are showing us the benefits and costs
of an idle day. Celebrities are putting on free concerts. Various apps are offering free classes,
books, tours and more. We are rallying in the way we’ve done during past crises and it is a
great thing to see.

“... I hope that
you take the
time to rest,
rejuvenate, and
reconnect with
your loved ones
and yourself.”

But then you have the less than enchanting posts and videos. Videos of hoarding, or ranting
about hoarding, or showing dangerous and inane stunts abound. As do the political diatribes
from all sides. It’s sad but not surprising, which makes it even sadder. People are dying and
still there are those that can’t find ways to uplift and care for each other without casting barbs
or the random and disdainful side eye. This is a time when we should be banding together for
the greater good instead of casting blame and aspersions.
Enough about that. Let me jump off the soapbox. Let’s keep this positive and focus on the
good and the important. At this time we don’t know when events will resume. They are slated
to do so in May, but there are no guarantees. One thing that is guaranteed is that no matter
who you vote for in the CCBA board election, you will have chosen a winner. Each year, I
worry that we won’t possibly be able to pull together a slate of candidates that rivals those
of years past, yet we do. Look for biographies of our candidates in this issue. Voting starts
online on April 10th and continues through May 5th. Look for emails reminding you of this
throughout that period.
Another good thing is our Law Week Luncheon, which we are still hoping to hold, albeit at a
later date in the summer or fall. I sent out an email a few weeks ago asking you to nominate
people for the Medal of Honor and Foundation Service Awards. The committee will review
and we’ll present the awards on April 24th at the Naples Sailing and Yacht Club during the
luncheon. We’ve also been working on a guest speaker to discuss the centennial of the 19th
amendment and how it has changed our society. I’ll keep you posted on this and the status of
all of our CCBA events.
And now for the most important thing of all … you. Please do what you need to do to stay
healthy and care for yourselves and your family. Use this time to take care of those things you
never have time or energy to do. During this uncertain and scary time you can find the silver
lining right in your living room if you look for it. Whatever your quarantine looks like, I hope
that you take the time to rest, rejuvenate, and reconnect with your loved ones and yourself.
Until we meet again, be well.
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View from the Bench from page 6
Locally, regarding judicial independence, I recalled that in 2001
the Collier County Bar Association adopted a judicial independence policy that I helped to prepare while serving as president
of your bar with the invaluable contributions of current Florida
State Senator Kathleen Passidomo as well as other bar members.
The preface to the policy states that the reason for the policy
is that the legal community must work cooperatively, hand-inhand, with civic groups, involved citizens and the media to ensure that the judiciary remains a highly respected institution. The
policy statement says that the effectiveness of the administration
of justice depends in large measure on public confidence. Inaccurate or unjust criticism of judges, courts or our system of justice erodes public confidence and weakens the administration of
justice. The policy also notes that it is generally undesirable and
prohibited by the Florida Code of Judicial Conduct for a judge
to answer criticism of his or her own actions by appearing in the
media. The policy provides that the Collier County Bar Association will respond publicly to attacks on the judiciary only when
they are unwarranted, unjust or of such a significant nature that
they undermine the administration of justice. Guidelines are set
forth for a determination by a Bar committee as to whether or not
a response is warranted. The policy also recognizes that the vast
majority of commentary about judges, the courts and the judicial
system, even if critical, is a valid and vital part of media reporting
and citizen expression of disagreements with decisions and actions of public officials (including judges) under the First Amendment. Essentially, I interpret the policy as authorizing a response
in those rare circumstances where criticism is so unjust and unfair
as to severely undermine public confidence in the administration
of justice. It is a case-by-case decision by the committee and not
intended to address the occasional expressions of disgruntled
litigants. The policy is primarily oriented to significant and unfair
criticisms of the judiciary in our judicial circuit.5
Just as important as judicial independence is judicial accountability. In our free society under the Constitution and our system of
laws, judges are, and should be, held accountable in various ways.
First and foremost, judges are ethically bound to uphold the Constitution and to follow (as well as interpret, when necessary, in
accordance with established standards) applicable statutes, rules
and case law. The only exception is in those rare circumstances
where the power of judicial review requires the court to declare a
law or acts of the other branches of government unconstitutional.
Judges must also follow rules of judicial conduct and, in appropriate cases, they are disciplined by the actions of the Judicial
Qualifications Commission and, ultimately, the Florida Supreme
Court.6 Judges are also held accountable by fair and accurate
media reporting of judicial decisions and activities and by appellate review. Conscientious judges are also concerned about
how their behavior is viewed by their respected colleagues, the
bar and the citizenry. Judges are required to attend continuing
education in order to remain competent in the law and they are
subject to review every six years by citizens at the ballot box. Finally, candidates for judicial appointments are screened by judicial nominating committees and candidates for judicial elections
are subject to many restrictions on their methods of campaigning.
I would like to take this opportunity to encourage all of us in the
legal profession to educate the public to promote judicial independence and accountability. Each of us should be an ambassador, within our proper roles, to the community to advance those
concepts and encourage public confidence in the administration
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of justice. Many of us belong to civic groups and speak publicly
and interact with the media as well as with friends, family and
neighbors. These are all opportunities to spread goodwill about
the rule of law in our society in a fair and objective manner. This
includes discussing the many positive aspects of our legal system
as well as conversations about correcting existing injustices and
improving the rule of law equally for all in our society. It also is an
opportunity to assist the public in understanding how the judiciary has a special and different role in our constitutional system
that differs from the way the more political executive and legislative branches function (e.g., making decisions based on the law
and facts of cases and not based on what is popular at the time).
Lagniappe7
Shifting gears for a moment, I wish to offer you some mind expanding cosmological facts. First, the universe, or cosmos, is estimated
to be made up of 100 billion galaxies. Galaxies are groups of stars,
gas and dust that are constantly in rotation. Just our own galaxy,
the Milky Way Galaxy, contains 400 billion stars. Many stars in galaxies have planets in solar systems orbiting the stars. These kind
of numbers, from my perspective, make it close to a mathematical
impossibility that there would not be other numerous forms of
intelligent life throughout the known universe.
Stars are born in nebulae, enormous gas clouds, that are mainly
comprised of hydrogen and dust that float in space. They can exist for millions, or even billions, of years. The evolution of a star
depends on its mass. Smaller stars, like the sun, have longer, more
modest lives. When they run out of hydrogen, they turn into a
red giant and, eventually, end their lives as white dwarves until
they completely burn out. Stars with a greater mass eventually explode. All that is left of them is a hyper-dense remnant – neutron
stars. Neutron stars are so dense that the weight of one spoonful
of a neutron star would be 1 billion tons. Significantly, more massive stars eventually form black holes. The estimated temperature
that can be reached at the core of a black hole is 180 million degrees Fahrenheit. The energy release from a large star supernova explosion is so great that its gaseous remnant can illuminate an
entire galaxy for millions of years and, in just 10 seconds, releases
ten times more power than the sun releases in its entire lifespan
(7 billion years).8
I hope you enjoyed these cosmological facts in order to develop
what leading American astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson has
referred to as “the cosmic perspective.” That there is a vast universe which transcends human legal and other affairs and that it
is that same cosmic perspective that allows us to appreciate our
very small, but unique, existence in the cosmos.9

5 Collier County Bar Assoc. (12-20-01). Responding to criticism of Judges.
6 The 20th Judicial Circuit has always, on the whole, had talented and ethical judges.
However, all judges are human with imperfections and, in some rare cases, judges of
our circuit have been disciplined by the Florida Supreme Court, some for more serious
transgressions and others for lesser misconduct. These cases have been reported in the
media (as they should be, provided that the reporting is accurate).
7 I wish to recognize John Lunsford, former columnist for the Naples Daily News, for this
concept of an additional separate topic in one article.
8 Nuria Cicero, How The Universe Works 1-43 (Chartwell Books 2017).
9 The author is grateful to judicial staff attorney Daniel Hughes for his assistance with the
formatting of the endnotes to this article.
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100 Lawyers Giving Back 2020
Kyle Bacchus

Thomas Maloney

Raymond Bass

Ramiro Mañalich

William Berke

G. Carson McEachern

Jerry Berry

Lisa Mead

Christopher Bray

Robert Menzies

David Budd

Landon Miller

John Cardillo

Tara Miller Dane

Robert Carroll

Linda Minck

William Clements

Daniel Monaco

Kevin Crews

Michael Mueller

John D’Agostino

Mark Muller

Mike Dal Lago

William Myers

Burns A. Dobbins, IV

Jennifer Nackley

Robin Doyle

Jim Nulman

Thomas Garlick

John Passidomo

Nicole Goetz

James Pilon

Sharon Hanlon

Bradley Rigor

Frederick Hardt

Jamie Schwinghamer

Hugh Hayes

Alfred Stashis

Jeffrey Hoffman

Tammy Strohl

F. Edward Johnson

Kimberly Swanson

Henry Johnson

Rebecca Vaccariello

Andrew Krause

James Verderamo

Kenneth Krier

Jonas Weatherbie

Lisa Lipman

George Wilson

Edward Livingston

Douglas Wood
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100% Club 2019-2020
Berke Law Firm, P.A.

Legal Aid Service of Collier County

Blount Law, PL

Laird A. Lile, PLLC

S. Dresden Brunner, P.A.

Law Offices of Nina Llerena, PLLC.

Law Office of Brandon R. Bytnar, P.L.

Long & Associates, P.A.

Cardillo, Keith, & Bonaquist, P.A.

Marshall Law Office

Law Offices of Cavanaugh & Cavanaugh, P.A.

McLaughlin & Stern, LLP

Hilda Cenecharles, Attorney at Law

The Mendieta Law Firm, PLLC

and Dependency Mediator

John I. Middaugh, P.L.

Cheffy Passidomo, P.A.

The Murrell Law Firm, P.A.

Holly B. Chernoff, P.A.

Patrick Neale & Associates

Mark Cohn Law

James M. Oliver, P.A.

Coleman, Hazzard, Taylor, Klaus, Doupé, & Diaz, P.A.

Antonio J. Perez-Benitoa, P.A.

Collier County Attorney’s Office

Quarles & Brady, LLP

Conroy, Conroy, & Durant, P.A.

Law Office of Sam J. Saad III

Dal Lago Law

Salvatori Law Office, PLLC

Dillon Chartered

Seidensticker & San Filippo, LLC

Dunwody, White & Landon, P.A.

Silverio & Hall, P.A.

Family First Legal Group

Stewart and Schmidt

Thomas B. Garlick, P.A.

Law Office of Tammy Strohl, P.A.

Goddy & Donnelly, PLLC

Thompson Lewis Law Firm, PLLC

Nicole L. Goetz, P.L.

Rebecca M. Vaccariello, P.A.

Grant Fridkin Pearson, P.A.

Law Office of Verderamo & Nunez

Stephen Grogoza, P.A.

Viacava & Cantor

Law Office of Sharon M. Hanlon, PA

Weldon & Rothman, PL

Law Office of Kevyn Noonan Hayes, P.A.

Wilson & Johnson, P.A.

The Kelleher Firm, P.A.

Woods, Weidenmiller, Michetti, & Rudnick, LLP

Megan M. Kelly, Attorney at Law

Woodward, Pires, & Lombardo, P.A.

Kotler Law Firm, P.L.

ZinnLaw,PLLC
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2020 Annual Sponsors
2020 CCBA SPONSORS
Platinum
Blount Mediation Services
Cheffy Passidomo, P.A.
Dentons Cohen & Grisby, P.C.
Henderson, Franklin, Starnes & Holt, P.A.
Laird A. Lile, PA
Law Office of Wilson & Johnson
Roetzel & Andress
Gold
Cardillo, Keith & Bonaquist, P.A.
Coleman, Hazzard, Taylor,
Klaus, Doupé & Diaz, P.A.
Grant, Fridkin, Pearson, P.A.
Silver
Cummings & Lockwood, LLC
Doyle Conflict Solutions
Element Technologies, LLC
Hahn, Loeser & Parks, LLP
Hardt Trial Solutions, PLLC
Law Office of Tammy Strohl, P.A.
McLaughlin & Stern, PLLC
Quarles & Brady, LLP
Silverio & Hall, P.A.

2020 FOUNDATION SPONSORS
Platinum
Lile Family Charitable Trust
Gold
Grant, Fridkin, Pearson, P.A.
Hilda Cenecharles, Attorney at Law
Silver
Hahn, Loeser & Parks, LLP
Kotler Law Firm, P.L.
Rebecca M. Vaccariello, P.A.
Bronze
Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC
Dal Lago Law
Denton’s Cohen & Grisby, P.C.
Henderson, Franklin, Starnes & Holt, P.A.
Law Office of Verderamo & Nunez
Weldon & Rothman, P.L.

Bronze
Akerman LLP
Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC
CCBA Real Estate Section
Dal Lago Law
Hazzard Mediation & Arbitration, LLC
Law Office of Sharon M. Hanlon
Law Office of Sam J. Saad III
Marshall Law Office
Law Office of Verderamo & Nunez
Weldon & Rothman, P.L.
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Collier County Bar Foundation
Lawyers Giving Back

Collier County Bar Foundation

Once Upon a Blue Moon
Casino Night
On February 29th (Leap day!), we held our 2nd Annual Casino Night. This year’s theme
– the Roaring 20’s. We had flappers and gangsters, classic 1920’s dinner and drinks, as
well as live music to bring us back to the Jazz age.
Our beneficiary this year was the Shelter for Abused Women and Children.
Stay tuned to find out what we will have planned for the event next year.

more next page
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Once Upon a Blue Moon
Casino Night

2020 FOUNDATION
SPONSORS
PLATINUM
Lile Family Charitable Trust
GOLD
Grant, Fridkin, Pearson, P.A.
Hilda Cenecharles, Attorney at Law
SILVER
CCBA Trial Law Section
Hahn, Loeser & Parks, LLP
Kotler Law Firm, P.L.
Rebecca M. Vaccariello, P.A.
Wicker, Smith, O’Hara, McCoy & Ford,
P.A.
BRONZE
Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC
Dal Lago Law
Dentons Cohen & Grisby, P.C.
Henderson, Franklin, Starnes & Holt, P.A.
Law Office of Verderamo & Nunez
Weldon & Rothman, P.L.
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WILLS, TRUSTS & ESTATES
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We’re with you.

“These are the times that try men’s souls.... the
harder the conflict, the more glorious the triumph.”
- Thomas Paine

Palm Printing is accepting orders
via phone, email or website.
We can deliver your order with minimal contact.
Please call the store near you.

Fort Myers 239.332.8600
North Naples 239.566.2606
Marco Island 239.394.0304
Typesetting & Design
Stationery • Business Cards
Envelopes • Signs & Posters • Copies
Presentation Folders • Newsletters
Custom Work • Promotionals

ThePrintShop.tv
PalmPrinting.net
MEDIATION SERVICES
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PERSONAL INJURY & EMPLOYMENT LAW

COURT REPORTING
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LEGAL/NURSE CONSULTING

TRIAL COUNSEL
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MARITAL & FAMILY LAW

Silverio & Hall
professional association
attorneys at law

FOCUSING ON FAMILY LAW

255 EIGHTH STREET SOUTH
NAPLES, FLORIDA 34102
239-649-1001

CRIMINAL DEFENSE & PERSONAL INJURY

MEDIATION & ARBITRATION

CYBER SECURITY
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Motor Vehicle Accidents • Slip and Fall
Product Liability • Bicycle Accidents
Wrongful Death • Abuse/Molestation
Referrals Honored
5633 Naples Blvd., Naples, FL 34109
Tel. 239-598-3222

www.zelmanandhanlon.com
PROFESSIONAL COUNSEL
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FAMILY MEDIATION

WORKPLACE INVESTIGATIONS

Sproat Workplace Investigations
The employment law firm dedicated to responsible fact-finding.

We conduct thorough, timely and unbiased workplace
investigations for employers and their counsel.
SWI is a law firm exclusively dedicated to empowering
you and your clients to make sound workplace decisions.
Workplace Investigations • Investigation Consulting
Investigation Training • Courtroom Testimony

239.676.0200 • VSproat@SWInvestigations.com

SWInvestigations.com

Vicki Sproat, Attorney
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Staying home
saves lives.

For more information, visit

coronavirus.gov
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BANKRUPTCY

“There is something
I’ve been meaning
to mention since I
was named to the
Supreme Court... I’ve
never actually read
the Constitution.”

FAMILY LAW & DEPENDENCY MEDIATION
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PATENT/TRADEMARK LAW

CIVIL • BUSINESS • MARITAL & FAMILY LAW

LITIGATION SUPPORT & FORENSIC ACCOUNTING
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HOME HEALTH/NURSING

MEDIATION & ARBITRATION

APPELLATE PRACTICE
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MEDIATION & ARBITRATION
TOGETHER, WE’LL FIND A SOLUTION

LAWRENCE A. FARESE
CERTIFIED CIRCUIT
COURT MEDIATOR

40+ Years of Litigation Experience
Board Certified Civil Trial Lawyer
Board Certified Business Litigation Lawyer
Call me directly at 239 213 1973

LAWRENCE A. FARESE
LFARESE@ROBINSKAPLAN.COM
DIRECT LINE: 239 213 1973

711 FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH | SUITE 201 | NAPLES, FL 34102
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MALPRACTICE TRIAL LAW

LAWYER REFERRAL

Tired of waiting for clients to find you?
Join the Lawyer Referral Service
of Collier County – and your
phone will start ringing!
Call 239-252-8138
or visit our website at
colliercountybar.org.
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